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1.Introduction 
NEO LMS is a world-class, award-winning intelligent learning platform (ILP) for Schools and 
Universities. The platform is known for delivering a great user experience while incorporating all 
the essential tools schools need to support effective teaching and learning. 
 

NEO helps schools manage all classroom activities, such as creating and delivering educational 
content, assessing students, tracking student achievement, and promoting communication and 
collaboration between students and faculty. 
 
This proposal provides a detailed overview of NEO LMS. We are happy to provide a live demo of 
our intelligent learning platform if you require additional information. If you would like to schedule 
a demo or have any other questions, please contact our head office at: 

 

NEO by CYPHER LEARNING 
 7250 Dallas Parkway, Suite 400 

Plano, Texas 75024 
Phone: 415-432-7863 

sales@cypherlearning.com 
 

 

2.Why choose NEO? 
Here are some of the reasons why NEO is a great learning and teaching solution for schools: 
 

 An intuitive design that keeps users engaged  
 Powerful features that support efficient teaching and learning 
 Cloud-based architecture that ensures a fast implementation  
 Reduced costs and license fees based on your needs  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:sales@cypherlearning.com
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Why do teachers and students find NEO valuable for learning? 

 

Teachers enjoy using NEO at school because it makes their lives easier. They can organize all 
their classes and respective learning materials in a central repository, where students can find 
them easily. The analytics and reporting tools offer teachers clear insight on where students fall 
behind, or who could take up some extra-points activities. Last but not least, NEO's gradebook 
makes teachers forget that they ever used Excel spreadsheets for assessing students. 
 
Students love NEO especially for its gamification features and collaboration tools. Points, badges, 
and leaderboards make learning more fun and engaging, while chats, forums, and groups provide 
a safe environment for online participation in a class. Also, being able to access NEO from the app 
on their mobile devices, makes students more self-directed learners and involved in academic 
activities even when they are not at school. 
 
NEO incorporates all the tools educators and students need in their activities. Our benefits include: 
 

Easy to use  

We make learning an enjoyable experience by providing a platform with a clean, intuitive layout 
that is created with the users’ needs in mind.  
 

Easy to implement  

NEO is designed to ensure a smooth implementation. Most clients are able to configure and 
customize their site within a few hours, not months.   
 

Suited to your needs 

NEO can be personalized to fit the specific needs of different users, from young children through 
college students, from small K-12 schools to districts of universities, for students that speak 
different languages, and more. 
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Boosts student engagement  

We offer various tools that drive participation and help students achieve better academic results. 
Students enjoy gamified elements and earning rewards, which leads to increased student 
retention and higher completion rates.  
 

Saves time on teaching activities 

Teachers can easily create captivating classes without any design skills, keep their teaching 
materials in a centralized location, and get instant access to important student information.  
 

Clear insights on student progress  

Teachers can get valuable data on where students fall behind, or who could take up some extra-
points activities to improve results. You can evaluate students effortlessly and track their progress 
at any point in the learning process.  
 

Learn at the point of need   

Students get access to class information anytime, everywhere and easily keep track of their 
schedule. This makes students more self-directed learners and more involved in academic 
activities even when they are not at school. 
 

Facilitates collaboration  

We provide a safe environment for collaboration in a class. Communication between teachers 
and students is considerably improved using tools such as groups, chats, and forums.  
 

Reduces costs  

NEO helps you save money, by providing a solution that will be used by teachers and students. 
Training and support costs are minimized, and our license fees are half the price of other vendors.   
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3. What makes us different 
 
User experience 

NEO provides the best learning experience. Our platform is very intuitive, easy to use, and visually 
appealing, which makes learning more engaging and enjoyable for all users. The navigation is 
simple, and you can customize the platform to match your school identity and fit your needs.  
 
Our platform is built to ensure a smooth implementation and it’s easily adopted by                        
students, teachers, and parents. We offer support for 40+ languages, mobile apps for                                     
all devices, and accessibility features so all users can enjoy the platform.  
 
Complete feature set 

NEO is a complete solution for managing all teaching and learning activities, with indispensable 
features for any school such as content authoring, a powerful gradebook, 16 assignment types, 
gamification, learning paths, collaboration tools, analytics and reporting, and more. All features 
are very easy to configure and use.  
 
We’re focused on bringing innovation into teaching activities through our platform, by creating 
cutting-edge features that other systems do not support such as automation, adaptive learning, 
personalized recommendations, and competency-based learning.  
 

Best value 

Even though NEO provides a powerful and comprehensive feature set, the pricing plans available 
are quite competitive, and schools usually save money using NEO. Our pricing is transparent, and 
we don’t charge any setup fees, storage fees, or anything else. Support is included, and we only 
charge student accounts. Administrator, teacher, and parent accounts are free.  
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4. Experience and qualifications 
NEO is a product of CYPHER LEARNING, a company that specializes in providing intelligent 
learning platform (ILP) solutions for organizations around the world. CYPHER LEARNING provides 
an LMS for business called MATRIX and an LMS for use by Entrepreneurs called INDIE. CYPHER 
LEARNING products are used by over 20,000 organizations, have millions of users, and have won 
several awards. 
 
Institutions throughout the world use NEO as their tool of choice to manage all classroom 
activities. NEO is used by organizations ranging from large universities such as STI in the 
Philippines, school districts such as Santa Barbara Unified School District, to small schools with 
20 students in Spain.  
 
Our clients include districts, universities, and schools that cater to different fields, and they have 
all found features to cover their needs in NEO. We have traditional schools, schools and 
universities focused on health and medicine, religious schools, kindergartens, technology schools, 
and more. 
 

 

5. References 
Our customers are very happy with our product and always speak highly of it. Since we’ve started 
in 2009, we have never lost a single large customer. If you would like to read our clients’ 
testimonials, please visit our website. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.cypherlearning.com/customers/neo/
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6. Awards 

SIIA CODiE Awards 2022 

NEO was selected as a winner in the category of best ed-tech product that supports remote 
learning for PK-12. NEO is the winner for representing the most innovative and impactful apps 
and products from software developers, content, media, and related technologies. 
 

 
 
Edtech Awards 2022  

Shining a spotlight on cool tools, inspiring leaders, and innovative trendsetters across sectors, the 
judges chose NEO is a finalist in the category “e-learning, blended, flipped solution, or remote 
solution”.  

 
ERA Awards 2022  

NEO was selected finalist in the ERA Awards 2022, in the category “supplier of the year – £1 million 
to £10 million annual turnover".  
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7. Features that improve the learning process 
NEO offers a centralized environment for all classroom activities, such as creating and delivering 
educational content, assessing students, tracking student achievement, and promoting 
communication and collaboration between students and faculty. 
 

Classes 

Teachers can select the type of class that best suits their teaching style, whether it’s blended,     
self-paced or instructor-led. It’s easy to create and deliver educational content and each class has 
useful features based on its style. They can also create micro classes that are designed to be 
consumed in small pieces by students. Educators also save time by teaching multiple sections of 
a class and use our unique class sync feature to push changes from the master copy of a class 
to the others. Classes can be created based off templates that can be reused and stored in the 
Resources library.  
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Built-in content authoring  

Create engaging classes fast and without any technical knowledge using our built-in content 
authoring tool. Embed any kind of content and media including audio, video, Office documents, 
Google Docs, and OneDrive files. 
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Graphical dashboards 

We provide beautiful, tile-based Home dashboards for admins, teachers, students, and parents 
that display the most important information for each user type. 

 

Graphical class catalog 

Showcase your classes to students using the class catalog. Each class has its own overview page 
with important details such as the class description, ratings and reviews, lessons outline, and 
more. 
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Automation 

Make learning more flexible by creating rules that trigger actions such as awarding points and 
badges or enrolling students in classes. Set up rules that should be performed when students 
enroll in groups, complete classes and learning paths, or fall behind on their mastery levels. This 
powerful feature helps educators save time on teaching activities and makes learning more 
personalized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamification 

Make learning fun and competitive with gamification by creating games where students can 
earn points and badges for completing tasks during class activities. You can create levels for 
games, see students’ progress in games on leaderboards and create your own badges. You can 
use gamification for classes, learning paths and for creating site-wide games.  
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Adaptive learning  

Use automation to dynamically personalize what content and assignments students see in 
classes and learning paths based on their progress. Using automation, teachers can create rules 
that when triggered show or hide specific classes, content sections or assignments. 

 

Learning paths 

Inspire students to achieve goals by enrolling them in learning paths and reward their 
accomplishments with certificates and badges. 
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Assessment 

Choose from 16 types of assignments such as quizzes, essays, debates, team, Dropbox, 
discussion, survey, H5P assignments, and more. We also integrate with Turnitin and Unicheck for 
plagiarism detection. Student evaluation is easy using our grading and personalizing tools. 
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Gradebook 

Grading is simplified using our reliable gradebook. See a centralized view of all grades and quickly 

add results and make changes. The gradebook includes pop-up analytics, where you can see the 

progress of your students through the assignments. Use rubrics to grade assignments and you 

can also export grades.  
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Mastery and competencies 

You can track student progress based on how well they master topics using competency-based 
learning. Make sure class content is compliant with standards by adding competencies to it. 
Create your own or use the preloaded US Common Core and Next Generation Science standards. 
Competencies can be stored in the resources library and reused for other classes. Align content 
and assessments with competencies, then see a coverage analysis.  
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Analytics  

Get instant data on students’ progress and identify where they might need some extra help or 
where they are falling behind. See graphics with insights for different areas such as lessons, 
assignments, mastery, completion, and more.  

 

Reporting  

Get access to important data by generating reports on assignment grades, lesson progress, 
competency coverage, missing work, student activity, course status, completion status, and more. 
Use custom reports to select the data you want to report on such as users, classes, paths, 
organizations, and more. Add report widgets to display custom report charts on the dashboard.  
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Communication and collaboration tools 

We make it easy for students and faculty to connect by providing a safe environment for 
collaboration. Easily collaborate using our groups, chat, blogs, forums and web conferencing.  
Users can also connect as friends and use our messaging system to receive messages via email 
and respond via email as well. 

 

Parents 

Parents can use NEO to communicate with school staff and access their children’s’ grades and 
track their progress.  Parents have their own dashboard with tiles, which shows various statistics, 
such as classes and groups that the children are enrolled in, and links to their profile, grades, and 
calendar. 
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Customizable 

Our platform can be matched to your school's identity by adding a personalized logo, URL, color 
scheme, terminology, and more. When using the Organizations feature, administrators can 
configure custom visitor portals of organizations, each with its own URL, catalog, logo, custom 
pages, and more. 

 

Mobile access 

Our platform is fully responsive and looks great on any mobile device. We also have mobile apps 
for iOS and Android so users can enjoy NEO’s functionality on the go and even offline. The offline 
mode allows offline access to content that users have previously viewed when online. Institutions 
can also have their own branded mobile apps with a custom logo. 
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Integrations and Standards 

We integrate with the most popular and useful systems for education such as Google Drive, 
Google Workspace, Zapier, iCal, Turnitin, Unicheck, xAPI, Office 365, OneDrive, MS immersive 
reader, MS OneNote, Panopto, H5P, Udemy, LinkedIn Learning, Auth0, MailChimp, CometChat, 
Google Meet, GoToMeeting, GoToTraining, GoToWebinar, Webex, and Zoom. Our App center 
allows you to enable and disable features based on your needs. Each app is easy to install and 
configure. We support industry standards such as SCORM, Common Cartridge Format, LTI, 
Equella, QTI, LDAP, and SMTP/POP3. 
 
Our SIS integration allows users to synchronize data such as accounts, classes, and sessions 
from your SIS to NEO without any manual intervention. Easily create accounts for all your 
students with a couple of clicks and select auto-sync to keep the LMS accounts constantly up to 
date.  
 

Zapier is a popular, easy-to-use service that allows you to integrate over 1,500+ different apps 
using a point-and-click interface, with no programming required.  
 

We provide an API that allows users to access most of the information in our system, as well as 
perform actions such as creating accounts, enrolling learners, etc. You can use this API to provide 
a feed of information for use by other systems. You can create custom integrations with third-
party systems using our API. 
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8. Detailed features overview 
 

Classes and content authoring 

Create rich, engaging lessons without any technical knowledge using our content authoring tools 
or upload you own SCORM content. We offer a variety of interactive features for organizing, 
analyzing, navigating and getting the most use out of your learning content.  
 

        Category                                                                Features 

Classes 

 

Support for instructor-led, blended, self-paced, and micro learning 
Display current classes in pop-up and side bar 
Teach multiple sections of class and sync changes between classes 
Save class templates to Resources library for reuse 
Support for co-teachers and teaching assistants 
Enroll students via file import, API, people picker, email invitations, or using access codes 
Many per-class configuration options 
Time-based student deactivation 
Unique sync feature for pushing changes from parent to child classes 
Collaboration tools for each class (groups, forums, blogs, chat, wikis) 
Add files, pages, web resources and tool providers as resources  
Add resources from a library or your favorites 
Class syllabus, Content synchronization 
Common Cartridge import/export 
Moodle courses import 
Blackboard courses import 
Display lessons in graphical tiles 
Track lesson progress and time spent in each lesson 
Reorder lessons and sections using drag and drop 
Page through sections using simple built-in navigation 
Splash pages 
Seating charts 
Calendar for each class 
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       Category                                                                   Features 
 

 

 

 

 

 

       Classes 

News feed for each class 
Custom welcome page 
Analytics for lesson progress, assignments progress, student progress, and mastery 
Class progress chart for students on class landing page  
Schedule student access to lessons using drip content 
Class ratings and reviews 
Certificates of completion 
Class prerequisites 
Time limits for classes 
Compliance 
Filtering finished classes and mass archiving 
Automated actions for enrollment, unenrollment, inactivity, deactivation, start/finish of 
class, completion 
Automation for instructor-led and blended classes 
Waitlists 
Optional lessons 
Manual completion of page sections 
Required video completion 
Third party content via the class catalog  

Content authoring 

Create lessons using HTML and any kind of media 
Add Google Docs, OneDrive, and Equella files to your content 
Image editor, HTML templates 
Upload and embed any kind of media, Spell check 
Flex paper technology for displaying PDF and office files 
Enable/disable download links for students 
Audio recording, Mini-HTML editor for phones  
Video recording from the browser and video transcoding 
MathJax integration 
Embed web conference links 
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        Category                                                             Features 

SCORM 
Embed SCORM module into lesson 
Support for SCORM assignments 
Launch in separate window or embedded within page 
Several display options including auto play and preview images 

Learning paths 

Set classes, certificates and/or other paths as learning path goals  
Enroll students in a set of related goals 
Set up in which order goals should be taken 
Specify rules for the path when users enroll, unenroll, or complete the path 
See progress through the path 
Path templates 
Path exports 
Path games 
Archiving paths 
Copying paths 
PDF certificate fields for learning path goals 

 

User interface and customization 

Many aspects of the NEO user interface can be tailored to suit a client’s needs such as branding 
your own portal, using your own URL, custom color scheme, and more.  
 
 

       Category                                                             Features 
 

 

 

 

   User interface 

Modern, elegant, easy to use interface 
Navigate between areas using our innovative pop-up left bar 
Navigate within a class/group using the left bar 
Simplified student navigation 
Custom shortcuts can be added to the left bar 
Modern, thin left navigation bar 
See online users in the left bar 
Responsive design for mobile devices and mobile apps for iOS and Android 
Offline mode for native apps 
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        Category                                                             Features 

User interface 

Graphical dashboards for students, teachers, admins, and parents 
Table of contents navigation 
Possibility of reordering the home tabs 
Avatars and profile pictures 
Student mastery dashboard 
Student awards dashboard 
Graphical profile page layout 
Public profiles 
Dark mode 

    Customization 

Select from a list of modern built-in themes  
Use your own URL 
Use your own email server 
Custom logo 
Theme options – white backgrounds, table of contents color, customizable cart left bar 
Color schemes 
Visual portal editor 
Quick picture/tile editor 
Fonts 
Shortcut icons 
Terminology 
Custom CSS 
Custom HTML  
Branded mobile apps (custom feature) 

           Portal 

Customizable footer w/ sub items 
Customizable menu w/ sub items 
Modern portal w/ customizable carousel 
Customizable portal panels 
Built-in support for social media icons 
SEO features 
Add your own content pages 
Public blog on the school portal 
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        Category                                                             Features 

Portal 

Policy documents with support for versions 
Responsive design for all mobile devices  
Optional simple sign-in page instead of portal 
Single sign-on with Google Workspace, LDAP, Office 365, Auth0 and custom SSO 

Dashboards 

Graphical dashboards for students, teachers, admins, and parents 
Dashboard calendar 
Graphical admin dashboard with site-wide information 
Teacher dashboards shows classes in progress, groups, and archived classes 
Student dashboard shows classes, w/ graphical progress chart, completed classes, 
learning paths, and groups 
Parent dashboard shows their children’s classes, learning paths, groups, and activity 
Enable admin dashboard widgets 
Welcome banner 

Accessibility 

High contrast theme 
Skip to content shortcut 
Underlined links 
Screen reader text 
MS Immersive reader 

  
Internationalization 
 

Support for 40+ languages 
Automatic translation of messages, forum postings, and Help Center 
Set default site language 
Users can select their own language 
Web app access via browsers 
Mobile apps for iOS and Android 
Support for language field in account import 
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Automation, gamification, and adaptive learning 

Encourage great results by using our automation, gamification and adaptive learning features. 
Create rules within a class such as awarding points and badges based on student actions. 
Students can earn points in the class game, achieve a ranking in the game, and see the progress 
of other players on the leaderboard. 
 

       Category                                                             Features 

Automation 

Integrated rules engine with point and click interface 
Rules for classes, learning paths, lessons, sections, assignments, groups, mastery,  
e-commerce, news feed, forums, and accounts 
Award badges, points and certificates 
Execute one or more actions when a rule is triggered 
Rules for adding/removing students to groups, classes, learning paths, locking/unlocking 
lessons, Tagging automation 
Automatically send notifications, canned messages, custom messages, and add to-do 
items 
Automatically show/hide lesson and show/hide assignment 
Add webhooks as rules, add xAPI rules 

    Gamification 

Class, path, and site-wide games  
Team and Group games 
Students can earn points and badges in a class 
Game ranking on student dashboard and profile 
Add rules for game levels 
Game summary with leaderboard on class page 
Graphical chart for students’ level progress 
Tab with detailed view of students’ game stats (points, badges, levels) 
See progress of all players in the game 

Adaptive Learning 
Personalize classes and paths dynamically 
Personalize lessons, assignments and learning paths  
Hide/show lessons based on student performance in a class 
Seamlessly integrated with the automation system 
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Assessment features 

NEO offers twelve different kinds of assignments: quiz, essay, offline, survey, debate, Dropbox, 
team, discussion, SCORM, Turnitin, attendance, and custom LTI assignments. Our gradebook is  
fast and reliable with pop-up analytics, fills, undo, comment editor, full-window mode, and more.  
 

        Category                                                             Features 

 

    Assignments 

16 kinds of assignments: quiz, essay, offline, survey, discussion, debate, team, Dropbox, 
SCORM, attendance, Turnitin, LTI 
Students can access and submit assignments online 
Embed assignments directly into lessons 
Personalize assignments for subsets of students 
Wide range of grading and weighting options 
Many customization options for each assignment 
Grading periods and extra credit assignments 
Support for non-graded assignments (tasks) 
Sharing assignments via the Resources catalog 
Setting assignment completion threshold 
Unicheck assignments 
Proctored assignments  

Quizzes/Question 

Banks 

Quiz builder 
8 types of questions (freeform, multiple choice-one answer, multiple choice-many 
answers, fill in the blanks, true or false, matching, arithmetic, hotspot) 
Timed quizzes and pause option for non-timed quizzes 
Instant feedback option 
Grid and dropdown quiz navigation 
Randomized selection from question bank 
Share question banks using the Resources library 
Control what results the student sees 
QTI import/export 
Add copies of questions from question banks or quizzes in a library or favorites 
H5P Assignments 
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       Category                                                             Features 

Quizzes/Question 
Banks 

Personalized quiz timer settings 
Quiz response format for correct, partially correct and incorrect answers 
Multi-question bank support 
Standalone survey/quiz tool 

Rubrics 

Use rubrics when grading assignments 
Unlimited criteria and ratings per rubric 
Built-in rubric editor 
Share rubrics via the Resources library 
Add competencies to rubric criteria 

Grading 

Grading classifications for an assignment: normal, extra credit, ignore, not graded 
Weighting schemes: weight equally, weight by max score, weight by points, weight by 
percent 
Group by category when weighting 
Grading periods and nested grading periods 
Indication of assignments to grade 
Each assignment has its own grading dashboard 
Embedding and annotation of student submissions 

Gradebook 

High performance  

Full-screen mode 
Grade using letter, percent, or points 
Shortcut icon from the classes pop-up to any gradebook 
Sort by name, grade, or ID 
Sort assignments by name or category 
Add exceptions for missing, absent, excused or incomplete assignments 
Grade assignments using a rubric directly from the gradebook 
Pop-up analytics 
Undo/Fill 
Import grades 
Export grades to a CSV or XLS file 
Shortcut to add assignments  
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       Category                                                             Features 

Grading scales 

Create your own grading scales 
Default grading scale 
Grading scales based on percentages or points 
Add multiple grading scales per school 
Add grading scale per class 
Select grading scales on a per-assignment basis 
Share grading scales as resources in the Resources catalog 
Extended grading scales 

Attendance 
Track attendance using attendance form 
Print PDF attendance form 
Export attendance data 

Portfolios 
Students can copy their best work into a portfolio 
Portfolios are organized into folders for easy navigation 
Share portfolios via profile pages 

Mastery and 

Competencies 

Create your own competencies or upload competencies  
Pre-built competencies for US common core standards and Next Generation Science 
Standards; Math, English and Science standards for CA, TX, NY, IL, CO and PA 
Philippines High School standards 
Align lessons, assignments and quiz questions with competencies 
Coverage analysis 
Automated actions when students reach a mastery level or drop below a certain level 
Track individual students by competency 
Mastery grid 
Mastery progress chart on class landing page 
Exporting competencies 
Integrated with automation system 
Add competencies to rubric criteria 
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Class catalog, e-commerce and marketing features 

Showcase your classes to students using the class catalog. Each class has its own overview page 
with important details such as the class description, ratings and reviews, lessons outline, and 
more. Schools can also use e-commerce to sell their classes and our marketing features such as 
SEO and social media integration to promote them to potential students.  
 

        Category                                                             Features 

Class Catalog 

Graphical class catalog 
Hierarchical/text option 
Organize into categories and subcategories 
Cross-listings and custom ordering 
Custom ordering 
Catalog visibility 
Display enrolled/completed/deactivated in class catalog 
Right column options: list of categories, list of featured items, boxes 

    E-commerce 

Sell classes, learning paths, subscriptions, bundles, and digital media 
Bulk purchases 
Discount codes 
Flexible coupon codes 
Affiliates 
E-commerce integration with PayPal, PayPal Payments Pro, Authorize.net, Stripe, 
PayUbiz, PayU Latam, Flywire, YooMoney as payment gateways 
VAT support 
PCI compliant 

   Marketing tools 

SEO features 
Social media integration 
Affiliate programs 
MailChimp integration 
Class ratings and reviews 
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Analytics, compliance and reporting  

Get instant analytics on students’ progress and identify where students might need some extra 
help. See graphics with insights for different areas such as lessons, assignments, mastery, 
completion, and more. Compliance is a useful feature for schools that offer professional 
development for teachers and need to track class compliance. You can also see reports of 
important data such as assignment grades, lesson progress, missing work, class status, class 
completion, and more.  
 

        Category                                                             Features 

        Analytics 

Analytics tools for administrators, teachers and students 
Analytics on students, classes, paths, e-commerce, organizations, groups, teams 
Analytics for gradebook, mastery, games, purchases, assignments 
Chart/graph assignment grades and lesson progress 
Chart/graph competency coverage and individual competencies 
Student activity timelines 

       Reporting 

 

10 built-in reports (site statistics, organization statistics, class enrollments, class status, 
class attendance, class completion, assignment usage, missing work, policy documents, 
compliance) 
Graphical representation for some of the built-in reports  
CVS and API access to report data 
Custom reports on users, classes, paths, organizations, and more (sorting, filtering, 
various output formats). Custom report dashboard widgets 
Reporting catalog, history 
Saved and scheduled reports 
Option to save reports 

     Compliance  

Track compliance for classes 
Set compliance period for each class 
Add expiration countdown rules: reenroll in class, send custom notification, webhook 
Compliance reports for classes and the compliance of their learners 
Display compliance classes in class catalog 
Compliance analytics 
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Communication and collaboration features 

Easily communicate through NEO’s collaboration tools. Our learning management system has 
support for built-in messaging, click to chat, add users as friends, as well as wikis, chat rooms, 
blogs, forums. Use groups to encourage collaboration between users and enable teamwork, web 
conferencing to connect from any location and schedule and manage events using our all-in-one 
calendar. 
 

         Category                                                             Features 

         Groups 

School, class, district, and community groups 
Collaboration tools: activity feed, calendar, blogs, forums, wikis and chat rooms 
Resources area for sharing resources between members: files, pages, web resources, 
tools or choose from a library or your favorites 
Trigger actions when members are added to a group or removed from a group 
Community groups and suggested groups 
Group games 

         Teams 

Mirror an institution's hierarchy  
Team collaboration tools: activity feed, calendar, blogs, forums, wikis and chat rooms 
Add team leaders and team members  
Run reports on team members  
Each team has its own Resources area for sharing resources between members 

Collaboration 

tools 

Threaded forums 
Wikis 
Blogs 
Chat rooms and IM (Click-to-chat) 
Use privately within a class or via groups that span classes 
Integration with CometChat 

 

Calendar 

 

Monthly, weekly, and agenda view 
Calendars for classes, groups and site-wide  
Color coding for classes and groups in the site-wide calendar 
Automatically display lessons and assignments 
Aggregate calendars with filtering 
iCal feed 
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         Category                                                             Features 

Calendar 

Popup calendar event editor 
Install and uninstall Calendar as an app in AppCenter 
RSVP support 
GoToMeeting, GoToTraining integration 
Zoom.us integration 
WebEx integration 
Google Meet 
Daylight savings time option 

Web conferencing 
Built-in Skype video conferencing 
Easily integrate with other web conferencing systems 
Integration with GoToMeeting, GoToWebinar, Zoom.us, WebEx, MS Teams, and Google 
Meet 

 Social networking 
Support for "friends" 
Use built-in IM to chat with users 
See when friends are online 

Activity Feeds 

Activity feeds for classes and groups 
Aggregate feed on home page 
Post messages, announcements, and events 
Upload pictures, videos, and images into feed 
Configurable filter for items 
Notify through email 

Messaging 

Bidirectional integration with Email and SMS 
Email alerts for important notifications 
Requiring emails to be unique 
Reducing chances of spam by allowing messaging between site admins only if they are 
friends 
Support for CC, BCC, and forwarding 
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Resources 

Store, manage, and share any type of resource across the entire school or district. Use resources 
such as certificates, course templates, rubrics, files, SCORM packages and competencies to 
enrich your class content. You can place a resource in your private library, the library shared by 
everyone in your school or the district library. 
 

          Category                                                             Features 

Resources 

Graphical resources catalog 
Upload and share 16 types of resources (badges, class templates, path templates, files, 
question banks, SCORM, tools, tool providers, Equella, certificates, competencies, pages, 
rubrics, web resources, grading scales, Google Drive) 
Personal, school, organization, and district-wide libraries 
Built-in library with resources such as badges, standards, and public LTI tools 
Items are automatically organized by subject and type 
Teachers and students can subscribe to resources in the catalog 
Save lessons, assignments, class templates, path templates as resources 
Administrators can edit any resource 
H5P resources 

Certificates 

Certificate builder 
Automatic award of certificate on completion 
Manually award certificates 
Define prerequisite certificates for a class 
Create PDF certificates w/ auto fill of fields 
Award certificate when users complete a path 

List certificates on profile pages 

Printing student certificates 

Badges 

Badge builder and Badge library 
Manually award badges  

List badges on profile pages 

Use custom images for badge design 

Completion threshold for badges 
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Administrative features 

It's simple for a single person to administer a large site because all options are available via a 
single pop-out menu, and each feature has full online help. They can easily manage accounts, and 
configure features, as well as create organizations that represent schools in a district or different 
departments and oversee every aspect of a site by configuring a wide range of site-wide policies.  
 

        Category                                                             Features 

           Admin 
 

Access all admin functions from a single menu 
Super admin account with special permissions: delete the site, the account cannot be 
 deleted, only a super admin can transfer “super” status to another admin, and more.  
API access 
Customize all canned messages 
Set site-wide policies for each account type 
Policy documents  
Configure portal settings, email integration, class catalog, single sign-on, SIS,  
web conferencing, Turnitin, and more 
Graphical admin dashboard widgets with site-wide information  
Monitor communications and receive reports of offensive content  
Prevent simultaneous logins 
Session timeouts 
Login history 
More bulk import/export options 
Inactivity management 
Network/Campus support 
Install and uninstall all LMS extensions by using the App center  
Microsoft 365, SAML, Auth0, and custom single sign-on 

        Accounts 

10 built-in account types (student, teacher, admin, partial admin, parent, monitor, mentor,  
TA, affiliate) 
7 ways to create accounts (using a form, email invitations, signup from portal, via  
the class catalog, CSV bulk import, LDAP, API) 
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         Category                                                               Features 

        Accounts 

Custom HTML account form 
Support for self-registration using access codes 
Bulk import/export of account information 
Custom account fields 
Configure default avatar 
LDAP authentication w/ sync option 
SIS integration 
User pop-ups that indicate online status and has shortcuts for chat, message, and Skype 
Login history 
Add rules for accounts 
Add rules that are triggered when accounts are created 
Add rules when users become inactive 
Accounts/Type tab that allows Administrators to enable/disable the various account 
 types 
Set permissions for each account type through policies 
Unlimited student archiving for yearly enterprise plans 
Modern avatar library 
Default user settings 
Graphical user profile page with information about class enrollments, awards, groups,  
friends, photos, settings, an about page, portfolio, and more 

   District/Campus 
Network sites into a district/campus 
Administer all sites from a single account 
Cross-teaching and cross-enrollment 
Share resources between sites using the Resources library 

     Organizations 

Create departments for your school 
Each organization can have its own classes, groups, learning paths, and users 
Partitioned organizations 
Hide organizations from each other 
Per-organization portals and themes 
Cascading organization admin permissions 
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         Category                                                                Features 

     Integrations 

SMTP/POP3 
iCal 
Equella 
SIS 
Blackboard and Moodle import 
Google Drive and Google Workspace 
Student Information Systems (via Clever and Kimono) 
Single sign-on with Office 365, Auth0, IlliniCloud SAML 
OneDrive and OneDrive for Business 
Turnitin and Turnitin PeerMark 
Unicheck plagiarism detection tool 
PayPal, PayPal Payments Pro,  Authorize.net, Stripe, PayUbiz and, PayU Latam, Flywire, 
YooMoney 
xAPI 
GoToMeeting, GoToTraining, GoToWebinar 
Zoom.us 
WebEx 
Google Meet 
CometChat 
Panopto 
MailChimp 
MathJax 
Zapier (bidirectional integration with 1,500+ apps) 
MS Teams, MS Immersive reader, MS OneNote 
Kaltura 
Udemy, LinkedIn Learning, Go1 
H5P 

       Standards 

SCORM 
LDAP 
QTI 
Common Cartridge Format 
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         Category                                                             Features 
Standards LTI 1.3 

       Open API 

Simple API based on HTTPS/JSON 
Enable/disable API with a single click 
Access most site data via API 
Create accounts, enroll/unenroll using API 
Several open source clients 
Easy to invoke from JavaScript 

       Trash can Trash can with undo support 

         Monitor Access all of a user's communications for audit purposes 

Resell under your 
own brand 

Use the site for reselling purposes 

 

Support and security  

Our system is very user friendly, but even so we want to help users when they need it. That's why 
we have a comprehensive help center one-click access to our support forum, product news forum, 
suggestions area, how to videos, and more. Our LMS is a 100% cloud-based solution that uses 
the Amazon cloud for its infrastructure.  
 

        Category                                                             Features 

    Help/Support 

Searchable help center, organized by topic 

Getting started guides 

How to videos 

Student help desk 

Rapid response support forum 

Private support/help desk threads 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.neolms.com/info/resellers
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          Category                                                             Features 

Hosting 

Amazon cloud 
99.99%+ uptime 
Zero data loss 
Scalable, fault-tolerant architecture 
Automatic daily backups 
Built using modern Ruby on Rails technology 
NEOLMS.EU domain for European clients 

        Security 

SSL for login/password access 
Site-wide SSL 
Strong passwords option 
Encrypted URLs to prevent unauthorized sharing 
IP blacklisting and whitelisting 
2 factor authentication (Q4) 

        Storage 

Unlimited storage, no bandwidth limits 
Unlimited archiving of students 
Max individual file size 
Message retention 
Feed retention 
Chat retention 

        Training 
Web training 
On-site training 

      Consulting Our consulting team can create custom features 
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9. Technology used and performance 
Our LMS is a 100% cloud-hosted solution that uses the Amazon cloud for its infrastructure. Every 
part of our architecture is designed for fault-tolerance and resilience, and is built using Ruby on 
Rails, the most popular software framework for building modern applications. Every software and 
hardware component has copies in more than one Amazon data center, with automatic failover 
in case one of the Amazon data centers has a problem.  
 
We perform automatically daily backups for disaster recovery, and these backups are stored in 
multiple locations for extra redundancy. We are happy to share more details of our systems 
architecture if you are interested. 
 
We use the popular NewRelic monitoring system, as well as the AWS console and a 24/7 system 
administrator to keep our site running well. In the past 12 months, our average uptime has been 
99.999%. 
 
Our system typically runs at below 20% capacity, so users always experience fast performance 
even under peak conditions. Since our site launched 7 years ago, we have had zero security 
breaches and no serious site outages. 
 
We release new features several times a week, and we use Phusion Passenger to provide live 
rolling releases so that new features can be released without any site glitches. We always post 
notices of each new feature to our support forum. 
 
We release a public roadmap every quarter that details all the features that are scheduled for that 
quarter, and we regularly post updates on this roadmap to our Facebook, Google+, and Twitter 
feeds. We have a public suggestions box where our customers regularly suggest new features for 
future roadmaps. 
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10. Customer service and support 
We offer 24/5 full support and support for critical issues over the weekend. We provide support 
primarily via forums and email, which we have found to be the most efficient means for both our 
customers and our support staff.  
 
Our site includes a built-in student help desk feature that allows you to respond to internal 
requests from your students, as well as the ability to override the help button so that help requests 
are forwarded to an external help desk if required (such as ZenDesk). 
 
We also have a Help Center that includes searchable help topics for each account type, how-to 
videos, getting started guides, a product news forum, a suggestions forum, and a link to our 
roadmap. 
 
 

11. Privacy and security 
Our learning platforms include the following security mechanisms to protect its members and 
their resources: passwords, walled communities, authenticated resource access, secure profiles, 
secure messaging, communications monitoring, secure e-commerce, secure storage, secure 
servers. 
 

All communications are over HTTPS, all personal passwords are encrypted with individual SALT 
values, we use a rate limiter to prevent script kiddies or malicious attackers from overwhelming 
the system, our Amazon servers are hosted in their own VPC (virtual private cloud), and all remote 
ssh logins are protected using public/private keys. We conduct regular security audits and run 
daily security tools on our site to automatically detect and report security issues. 
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You can easily prevent selected users from logging in, revoke their access rights, or delete them 
entirely if necessary. You can configure your site security policies to specify which operations can 
be performed by specific account types. 
 
We provide Policy documents for our clients to use on their portals. This feature gives clients the 
framework to create documents that describe their privacy policy and require users to accept their 
privacy policy. 
 

To find out more about privacy and security, please visit our website: 
https://www.cypherlearning.com/privacy-policy  

 

 

12. Timeline for implementation 
In order to start using NEO, you can simply sign up for a site, enter a few details about your school 
and yourself, and immediately start setting it up.  
 
Our platform is designed to ensure an easy implementation. Most customers are able to configure 
and customize their site with their site within a few hours, not months. Our support staff is always 
ready to help with any concerns and web design consulting if needed. Here are the typical steps  
in an implementation. 

https://www.cypherlearning.com/sign-up
https://www.cypherlearning.com/neo/implementation
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13. Pricing 
We offer a cost-effective pricing model. Our plans are affordable and based on the total number 
of student accounts. Plans can be purchased in blocks of 100 students. You can choose to pay 
monthly or yearly. 
 
Please note that we do not charge setup fees or cancellation fees. There are no hidden costs such 
as extra charges for technical support, bandwidth, or storage. We only consider student accounts, 
so teacher, parent, and administrator accounts are not counted.       
 

To find out more about our pricing plans, please visit our website: 
 https://www.cypherlearning.com/neo/plans  

 

 

14. Additional services 

Branded mobile apps 

Use our free NEO native apps or have your own branded mobile apps for Android and iOS with a 
custom logo. The price for a branded native app is $3,000 in the first year, then $1000 for the 
following years. 
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15. Summary  
NEO is a powerful e-learning solution that helps schools achieve their academic plans, cut costs, 
and even improve profit. We are happy to provide a live demo of our LMS if you require additional 
information. For more details about NEO, please contact us at sales@cypherlearning.com.   
 

 

 

www.cypherlearning.com 
 

                                          

 

 

http://www.cypherlearning.com/
www.cypherlearning.com/blog
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJwky3COzZ_Q9UKE30fInqg
http://www.twitter.com/neolms
https://www.facebook.com/neolms

